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Abstract
The optical transportation of solid polystyrene particles by the non-diffracting Weber beams is
demonstrated with both forward and backward motion along the parabolic main lobes of Weber
beams in three dimensions. The Weber beams are generated from the complex field modulation
based on the spatial light modulator for realizing the optical transportation of micrometer
polystyrene particles in an optical tweezers setup. The particle motion and velocity distribution
along the main lobes of Weber beams in two different parabolic shapes are characterized and
compared.
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1. Introduction

Optical micromanipulation has become a substantial research
tool in many fields since the optical tweezer was first intro-
duced by Ashkin [1, 2]. Traditional optical tweezers employ
strongly-focused light beams to realize optical trapping of
microscale objects based on the counterbalancing between
scattering force and gradient force [3, 4], which can provide
great insights for revealing many fundamental mechanisms in
life science and material science [5, 6]. With the rapid
development of computational holography, advanced struc-
tured light fields have recently been considered in optical
manipulation [7]. As one unique type of the structured light,
non-diffracting beams such as Airy, Bessel, Mathieu and
Weber beams possess propagation-invariant transverse beam
profiles [8], which can offer abundant micromanipulation
operations such as rotation [9] or transportation [10] of
objects. On the other hand, other complex beams with dif-
ferent structures like optical conveyor beams and radially self-
accelerating beams, for example the optical Archimedes’
screw, could also provide novel optical manipulation appli-
cations [11].

It is known that the non-diffracting Weber beams are
derived from the Helmholtz equation under parabolic coor-
dinates, which own the novel parabolic landscapes in the
transverse dimension [12, 13]. Due to the phase gradient in
the beam, complex structured beams carrying orbital angular
momentum usually are able to drive colloidal particles along
special trajectories in three-dimensional (3D) space [14–17].
Typically, the focused helical Bessel beam can rotate micro-
particles in a ring [14, 15]. It has also been demonstrated that
the transportation trajectories of micro-particles can even be
designed in various 3D curves by employing the polymorphic
non-diffracting beams [8, 16, 17]. The Weber beam is one
kind of novel non-diffracting beams with the orbital angular
momentum distributed in transverse parabolic profile, which
provides a new transportation landscape for micro-particles
[12, 18]. Actually, the adjustable Weber beams with different
parabolic profiles can be more flexible in transporting micro-
particles as the force functions acting on particles can
potentially be tuned, while their applications in optical
micromanipulation has rarely been studied.

In this paper, we present the optical transportation of solid
polystyrene particles along the main lobes of the non-diffracting
Weber beams with different parabolic shapes. The Weber
beams are generated from the complex field modulation based
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on the spatial light modulator (SLM) in the optical tweezer
setup. It is shown that there exists an array of in-line vortices in
the phase profile of the Weber beam, and the beam energy flow
presents an interesting parabolic twisting behavior for trans-
porting micro-particles along different parabolic tracks. In the
experiment, the solid particle size is larger than the laser
wavelength and the particles are driven by the Weber beams in
3D motion. The motion and velocity of particles are recorded
and analyzed along the beam parabolic main lobe in the
transverse dimension, in order to demonstrate the special
transportation functionality of the Weber beams for micro-
particles under the joint action of scattering force and gradient
force. Our work presents a special situation for particle motion
along the Weber beam, which may further promote the non-
diffracting beams for optical micro-manipulation applications
involved in many research fields.

2. Weber beam and its generation in optical tweezers

The non-diffracting beams usually convey the same intensity
and energy flow distributions in the transverse dimension
during beam propagation, which can provide uniform optical
force functions for particles located at different propagation
depths in optical micromanipulation [19]. The non-diffracting
Weber beam is first derived from the Helmholtz equation in
parabolic coordinates [12, 13]. For certain transverse and
longitudinal wave vector components k̂ and k ,z the solution
for the non-diffracting Weber beam can be expressed in terms
of a reduced Whittaker integral [20]:

ò j jY =
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where j( )f is the angular spectrum of field Y( )r t, defined
on a ring of radius k̂ in frequency space. The wave vector
components k̂ and kz satisfy the relation of = + ^k k k ,z
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and k is the wave number. The time dependence -e iwt is
considered in equation (1). It can be seen that the resulting
optical field intensity = Y∣ ( )∣rI , t 2 is independent on the
propagation coordinate z. Different kinds of non-diffracting
beams such as Bessel, Mathieu and Weber beams are deter-
mine by the special angular spectrum fields j( )f , and for the
continuous Weber beam j( )f is taken as follows [20]
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where a is the separation constant which can adjust the
parabolic shape of Weber beam in the transverse dimension.

In order to reveal the particle manipulation mechanism
with the Weber beam along the parabolic beam lobe, the
transverse intensity and energy flow distributions are calcu-
lated for the Weber beams with a of 1.5 and 4, as shown
in figures 1(a) and (b). The energy flow is calculated as
the transverse component of the Poynting vector by
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[21], where h m e= /0 0 0 is

the impedance of free space. The Weber beams consist of

well-defined parabolic fringes with a parabolic dark region. It
can be observed that the parameter a can modulate the
bending of the beam parabolic shape, and the larger a gives
the less beam bending for the parabolic profile. It is also seen
that the energy flow follows the same direction along the
parabolic fringes for the Weber beam, which indicates that the
single-direction scattering force function will be applied on
micro-particles along the transverse parabolic fringes, which
is similar to the Bessel and Mathieu beams in optical
micromanipulation [18]. Concretely, the reason for energy
flow in one direction is the existence of a large amount of in-
line vortices with unitary charge rotating in the same direction
in the phase profile [12], as shown in figures 1(c) and (d),
resulting in the overall transverse energy flow along the
parabolic intensity crest of the beam main lobe.

Here the Weber beam transportation experiment for large
polystyrene particles with the size of 5 μm is conducted. The
particle motion velocity and direction in the complex beam
are usually determined by the radiation force function based
on the special structure of light field. However, in the current
experiment, the gradient force function applied on particles
from the focusing structure at the beam transverse center
cannot be neglected, because the particle size is far larger than
the laser wavelength [22]. Thus, the particle transportation
experiment will provide the great insight into the combined
effects of the radiation force and gradient force functions from
the structured Weber beams. In order to implement the par-
ticle transportation, a typical holographic optical tweezers
setup based on a microscope is constructed to generate the
non-diffracting Weber beam inside the sample chamber,
which enables complex field modulation employing the off-
axis phase hologram [4]. The experimental setup is shown as
figure 2(a) with the laser wavelength of 532 nm. The laser
beam is first expanded by convex lens L1 and L2 and then is
incident on the SLM with a small angle. The convex lens L3
and L4 constitute the typical 4f system with a pinhole in the
Fourier plane which can select the first-order component for
the Weber beam from the encoded phase hologram [4]. The
modulated phase hologram is designed based on the overlay
of transverse light beam plus one deflection grating with the
phase hologram of q p= Y + Y∣ ∣{[ ( ) ( )] }H ky sin arg mod 2
[4, 18], where k is the wave number, y is the coordinate on the
SLM, and θ is the deflection angle of grating. The calculated
phase hologram on the SLM for generating the Weber beam
is shown in figure 2(b). The modulated beam is then focused
by convex lens L5 ( f=250 mm) and coupled into the sample
chamber by the microscope objective lens (NA=1.3, 100×).
For exploring the particle motion driven by the non-diffract-
ing Weber beam, a CCD camera is used to record the particle
motion in bright field and also the chamber thickness is large
enough to allow the particle motion in 3D. Figure 2(c) dis-
plays the measured transverse intensity profiles of the gen-
erated Weber beams with a=1.5 and 4 inside the sample
chamber, which are in good consistence with the simulation
results in figure 1.
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3. Particle transportation by Weber beam

The realization of particle transportation in optical micro-
manipulation has important potential in many biomedical and
optofluidic applications. Figure 3 presents the results of optical
transportation for micrometer polystyrene spheres by the non-
diffracting Weber beams, with the time-sequenced images
taken from the recorded video clips to show the dynamic
process of particle motion. The fixed laser power of 20mW
before entering the microscope objective lens is applied for
both Weber beams. Polystyrene particles with the diameter of
5 μm are suspended in the water solution inside the sample
chamber. It is observed that the main lobe of the Weber beam
can transport particles stably in the parabolic trajectory due to
the gradient force perpendicular to the beam trajectory, just as
the Bessel-vortex beam does [18]. Since the particle also move
along the beam propagation direction due to the scattering
force function in the z direction, in figure 3 it can be seen that
the images of particles are out of focus during the transporta-
tion within the limited distance along the beam main lobe.
Thus, in the measurement, single particle is transported section
by section along the parabolic beam track to map the overall
manipulation ability of the Weber beam. The parabolic coor-
dinate along the main lobe of Weber beam is defined as s. The
particle motion directions along the lower (s<0 μm) branch
in figures 3(a)(a’) and (d)(d’) and the upper (s>8 μm) branch
in figures 3(c)(c’) and (f)(f’) of the main lobe are consistent
with the energy flow direction in the transverse dimension.
However, particles at the middle-upper (0<s<8 μm) region

of the main lobe will move in the opposite direction toward the
central region in figures 3(b) and (e) and also have a transverse
balance position close to the central region as shown in
figures 3(b’) and (e’), which is caused by the stronger gradient
force applied on the particles than the scattering force in this
region. It can also be found that by modifying the parameter a,
the optical transportation of micro-particles will be constrained
in the different parabolic beam tracks.

On the other hand, as particles moving along the para-
bolic main lobe of Weber beam in the transverse direction,
transportation of particles in the axial direction (beam pro-
pagation direction) is also involved due to the axial radiation
pressure force of the non-diffracting Weber beam. Such axial
propulsion of particles is verified by the observed defocused
particle imaging as shown in figure 4. The t=0 is the time
when the particle is just loaded in the main lobe of Weber
beam. As displayed in figures 4(a)–(d), the transverse position
of the particle in the middle (around s=0 μm) region of
beam’s main lobe keeps invariant, but the particle moves
stably along the axial direction. This indicates that there exists
one needle-like transportation channel in the non-diffracting
Weber beam along the axial direction, which is a unique
feature that can greatly benefit the applications of particle
transportation in a straight channel. It is noted that such
needle-like transportation channel cannot be realized by other
non-diffracting beams such as Bessel beams or Mathieu
beams. Furthermore, figures 4(e)–(h) show that the Weber
beam can drive particles moving along the main lobe in both
the transverse and axial directions simultaneously, which

Figure 1. Transverse intensity (color map), energy flow (white arrows) and phase (color map) distributions for the non-diffracting Weber
beams with different separation constants of a=1.5 and 4.
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indicates the 3D particle transportation capability of non-
diffracting Weber beam in the parabolic coordinates. Thus,
the non-diffracting Weber beams will enable further impor-
tant applications in 3D particle sorting and optical propulsion.

Actually, the transportation velocity of the particles does
not keep invariant in the transverse dimension of the Weber
beams. Figure 5 gives the average value and standard error of
the particle’s transverse transportation velocity along the
parabolic fringes of the Weber beams with different separa-
tion constants a=1.5 and 4. There are five group data in
each data point in figure 5 and the direction of the parabolic
coordinate s is consistent with the energy flow direction.
Firstly, it can be seen that for the region of s<0 μm along
the beam main lobe, the transportation velocity of particle as
the particle approaches the center region of beam is larger
than the velocity as the particle leaves away from the center
for both Weber beams. This is because the direction of gra-
dient force is towards the beams center with higher intensity,

so that the gradient force will accelerate the particle when it
approaches the center. On the contrary, for the region of
s>8 μm the gradient force will decelerate the particle when
it moves away from the center region. For the region of
0<s<8 μm, the particle velocity is defined as negative as
the particle travels towards the beam center in the opposite
direction, where the gradient force is larger than the scattering
force. Then we can see that the particle velocity in the region
0<s<8 μm of the Weber beam with a= 1.5 is larger than
that of the Weber beam with a=4. This phenomenon is
caused by the stronger gradient force for the Weber beam
with narrower parabolic shape (a= 1.5) than that for the
Weber beam with wider parabolic shape (a= 4). Actually,
from figure 1 we can see that the intensity distribution around
the center region of the Weber beam is similar to the focused
Gaussian beam distribution. The center region of the Weber
beam with smaller a is more focused, thus leading to the
stronger gradient force, compared with the Weber beam with

Figure 2. (a) Experimental optical tweezers setup to implement the particle transportation with the Weber beam. (b) Encoded phase profile to
generate the Weber beam with complex field modulation method. (c) Experimental transverse intensity profiles for the Weber beams with
a=1.5 and 4.
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Figure 3. Optical transportation of micro-particles along the main-lobe of non-diffracting Weber beams with separation constants a=1.5
and 4. (a)(a’), (b)(b’) and (c)(c’) The time-sequenced images to show single particle motion in lower (s<0 μm), middle-upper
(0<s<8 μm) and upper (s>8 μm) branches of the main-lobe for the Weber beam with a=1.5 (media 1). (d)(d’), (e)(e’) and (f)(f’)
Results for particle motion in the Weber beam with a=4 (media 2). The parabolic dashed lines and yellow circles indicate the position of
the main lobe and the particle outline, respectively. The arrow in the figure shows the transverse motion direction of the particles along the
main lobe of Weber beam. The t=0 is the moment when the particle is just loaded in the beam’s main lobe.

Figure 4. Particle transportation in axial direction in the main lobe of Weber beam with a=4, with the time-sequenced images showing the
axial motion of single particle in the middle (around s=0 μm) region (a)–(d) (media 3) and in the lower (s<0 μm) branch of the beam’s
main lobe (e)–(h) (media 2). The parabolic dashed line and yellow circle indicate the position of the main lobe and the particle outline,
respectively. The arrow in (e) shows the transverse motion direction of the particle along the main lobe of Weber beam.
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larger a. This theory about the gradient force variation in the
focused Gaussian beam has been well explained [22]. For
further demonstrating the gradient force function for the
motion of large particles in the Weber beams, the inset in
figure 5 shows the average velocity of polystyrene particle in
the above three regions of s<0 μm, 0<s<8 μm,
s>8 μm. It is indicated that the stronger gradient force
achieved in the more focused Weber beam with a=1.5 will
accelerate the particle more with higher average velocities of
2.3 μm s−1 and −1.9 μm s−1 in the beam’s regions of
s<0 μm, 0<s<8 μm, compared to the average velocities
of 2.1 μm s−1 and −1.5 μm s−1 in these two regions of Weber
beam with a=4. On the other hand, the relative stronger
gradient force will also obstruct the particle transportation
further in the beam’s region of s>8 μm, leading to the
average velocity in this region of Weber beam with a=1.5
lower than that in the Weber beam with a=4, with the
average velocity of 1.54 μm s−1 and 1.74 μm s−1, respec-
tively. Through the above analysis, we can see that the Weber
beam with wider parabolic shape (larger a) can transport
particles more smoothly.

4. Conclusion

The optical transportation of solid polystyrene particles by the
non-diffracting Weber beams with different parabolic shapes
has been demonstrated. The unique energy flow of the Weber
beam existed in parabolic distribution is analyzed, which
reflects the scattering force acting on the particles. The non-
diffracting Weber beams are generated by employing the
complex field modulation based on the SLM. Our results
show that the structured Weber beams can transport micro-
scale particles along the parabolic beam main lobe in the same
direction as that of the energy flow. Meanwhile, it is also

demonstrated that the particles can move in the opposite
direction towards the beam center when the particles are in
the middle-upper (0<s<8 μm) region of beam main lobe.
Through the analysis of the transportation velocity in the
parabolic trajectory for the two Weber beams with different
separation constants, it is shown that the Weber beam with
wider parabolic shape can transport particles more smoothly.
In the future, by dynamically addressing the holograms
encoded on the SLM, advanced reconfigurable optical
manipulation for particles can be demonstrated. For example,
the dynamic process can be designed to transport different
sizes of biological objects to different locations by switching
the Weber beams with different parabolic parameters. Our
results will not only advance the development of optical
micromanipulation with complex structured beams, but also
greatly benefit many photonics applications of controllable
non-diffracting beams in various research fields.
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